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This directory-based theme utilizes Google maps to display exact locations and provide users the ability to interact with the location. This theme
could also function as a real estate listings directory or store locator. The Navigator is ideal for travel blogs and/or location guides. This directory-

based theme utilizes Google maps to display exact locations and provide users the ability to interact with the location. This theme could also
function as a real estate listings directory or store locator. Openhouse is a very powerful and flexible Real Estate theme. It includes a very

powerful and flexible Search, where you can search by location, number of baths, beds, max price, min price, and property type. The Location
search alone is unique in that you can have multiple levels of locations. Check out the demo for an example. The theme has features not seen in

any other theme, like search results Google Map, Compare feature, and more. Real Agent Real Estate Theme is a WordPress compatible clean
grid based real estate theme with a dynamic real estate framework management module for easy edit-delete-add more features options making

this theme extremely easy to customize to your market needs. Add your own labels and values in your own language ( compatible with all
markets) and switch the theme to your own language with English and Spanish files included with the ability to add your own language. Multi-

Category search with breadcrumb filtered results, easy photo gallery management with drag-drop sorting of images. Utilizing advanced
functionality assists Realtors in attaining a website with a Big Company look, without spending a fortune on development cost. Advanced search,

Google maps integration, Jquery slideshow and mortgage calculator is some of the features included as standard.
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This Real Estate Business Web Design Template is ready to use for your real estate businesses. The template is
consisting of 7 pages. The first page has the logo, a static menu, the header and footer section. The other pages

have a featured property with a property video, featured news, featured listings and many more. A Dashboard page
will be available where you can view all the latest listings of your property and your portfolio. Real estate needs

help. The decline in real estate has influenced the local economy. There has been a change in people's rental habits.
A lot of people are moving back in with their parents. These factors are creating a great time to get involved in the

real estate industry. The Real Estate Agent Website Example -Looking for unique real estate brochure examples This
real estate brochure template takes a different approach to page layout. Its landscape pages are filled with minimal
design. You can add property photos, sponsor logos, and floor plans. The InDesign template comes in A4 page size,

and it's completely print-ready. Openhouse is a very powerful and flexible Real Estate theme. It includes a very
powerful and flexible Search, where you can search by location, number of baths, beds, max price, min price, and
property type. The Location search alone is unique in that you can have multiple levels of locations. Check out the

demo for an example. The theme has features not seen in any other theme, like search results Google Map,
Compare feature, and more. This theme also includes a fully featured Loan calculator which can be shown or hidden

in Theme Options. It even has a link to generate a complete amortization table which you can print out. The color
scheme choice is unlimited. 5ec8ef588b
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